#FundLibraries FY22 Sample Twitter Posts

You can use our sample social media posts to help spread the word about #FundLibraries and urge your members of Congress to keep libraries funded. Remember to replace the [@members of Congress] with the handles of your own Representative and Senators! Feel free to customize these posts so they reflect your community – why is your library so important to you, and why is it critical that Congress #FundLibraries?

Libraries across the country have stepped up to provide for their communities at a critical moment. [@members of Congress] will you step up for our community and #FundLibraries?

This is a critical moment for libraries - we need Congress to recognize the importance of library services, and #FundLibraries. Urge your members of Congress to increase FY22 funding for @US.IMLS:

It is vital that Congress #FundLibraries with robust federal support - from telehealth to mobile hotspots, patrons rely on libraries for vital services. [@members of Congress] will you stand with us and #FundLibraries?


The past year has shown how important libraries are for community success and recovery. [@members of Congress], please #FundLibraries and ensure that no community has to go without library services.

Libraries have been at the forefront of innovating to provide resources to their communities for generations. Urge Congress to #FundLibraries so America’s libraries can continue to serve: